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Capital funding group

The company's co-authors have their own opinions. Getting the capital needed to build a business is more difficult than ever. If your product is a prototype or if the saas solution is a napkin sketch, conventional venture capital markets are no longer funding opportunities. What's more, an early-stage source of financing is likely to cost you a
significant amount of equity and control. If you want to bootstrap your business for as long as possible, crowdfunding could be for you. Listen to Startup Story Live speaker Emma Rose Cohen, founder of Final and creator of Final Straw and Final Wipe, rid of the strategy and tactics she used in two Kickstarter campaigns that resulted in
more than $2 million in capital raised in just a few hours. Startup Story Live is an extension of the Startup Story podcast. Related: Why Sales on Amazon Isn't a Sales Strategy Get a stacking of discounts on books you love delivered directly to your inbox. We have a different book every week and share exclusive offers that you won't find
anywhere else. Leverage your business knowledge and achieve your full business potential with the exclusive benefits of Insider. For just $5 a month, get access to premium content, webinars, an ad-free experience, and more! Plus, enjoy a FREE 1-year Entrepreneur magazine subscription. Entrepreneur Store scours the web for the
latest software, gadgets and web services. Discover our giveaways, bundles, pay what you want deals and more. The capital, provided by a consortium of global investors assisted by Finitive, has expanded Marketlend's ability to offer short-term credit opportunities in Australia to NEW YORK SMEs, October 30, 2020 /PRNewswire/ -- The
Fictitious, FinTech Platform, which provides institutional investors with direct access to private credit transactions, today announced over the past two years that it has contributed to the capital raising of Marketlendi, a securitised lender platform that provides short-term credit opportunities for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in
Australia and Asia, enabling investors to match the underlying SME capabilities. Sydney, Australia-based Marketlend secured more than $200 million through a number of credit facilities from a consortium of investors, including banks, credit funds and other institutional investors from Australia, Asia and North America. Marketlend uses
capital to finance its leading purchase now to pay for later Unlock product for Australian SME borrowers and Asian trade credit deals. Marketlend's commercial credit facilities are secured to the borrower's business as a matter of priority by lien and either by the borrower's receivables or by stocks. The loans are insured against the basic
loss of insurance undertakings with an investment grade rating. Australian and Asian SMEs are struggling to get extended credit for purchasing supplies, especially in the current COVID-19 environment. Market flight addresses this continuing need for credit facilities by investors to extend credit directly to these companies, said Jon
Barlow, founder and CEO of Finitive. We are pleased to have connected Marketlendi to a global consortium of investors through a finite network. Marketlend CEO Leo Tyndall said: Over the years we have worked with Finitive, and its ability to introduce us to investors around the world has greatly helped us develop and grow our platform.
Ava, our buy now paid for later in the business, has been supported by investors offering capital to enable it to materially grow in the market and that would not be possible without global investors participating in our platform. For more information on how Finitive works with institutional investors with direct lending and other private credit
facilities, visit www.finitive.com.About FinitiveFinitive, a fintech platform that provides institutional investors with direct access to private credit transactions. Through Finitive, institutional investors have access to a multi-trillion dollar market, which includes a wide range of non-bankers, including special financing, internet lending, market
lending and private loan funds. The partners of the initiators of Finitive will gain effective access to the global network of investors who actively allocate private credit opportunities. All regulated activities are carried out through North Capital Private Securities, a registered brokerage broker and member finra/sipc. For more information, visit
the Finitive website at www.finitive.com.About MarketlendMarketlend is Australia's leading marketplace trading credit platform, offering working capital solutions to SMEs. The company provides supply chain financing, debtor financing and credit line borrowers, rapid turnaround and competitive rates. Marketlend shall securitise the creation
of each trading credit facility and make an investment involving individual trade credit risk protection improvements. Founded in 2014, Marketlend is committed to creating a business world that has overcome obstacles to financial transparency, fairness, high returns and efficiency. Visit www.marketlend.com.au.Media contact:Patty
BuchananJConnelly(973) 567-9415pbuchanan@jconnelly.comCisionView original content: FinitivePresident-elect Joe Biden's $190 billion rescue plan released Thursday calls for three major tax improvements by 2021 that would help Americans across the income spectrum. Tech stocks may be under pressure under President-elect Joe
Biden's stimulus plan running its way through the U.S. economy. Experts are approaching quantum advantage, unimaginable computational power that could unlock the real potential of machine-learning Investor Business DailyThe Dow Jones slipped lower amid fears Joe Biden's massive stimulus plan could lead to higher interest rates or
taxes The genetically modified strain has been reversed. Looking at the markets as the main opportunity, Raymond James strategist Tavis McCourt sees both risk and opportunities in current market conditions. In his view, the possibility stems from obvious factors: Democrats won both Georgia Senate seats in the last runoff vote, giving
the incoming Biden administration majority support in both chambers of Congress - and increasing the likelihood of meaningful budget support for the bill in the near future. More importantly, the coronavirus vaccination program is underway, and reports suggest that Pfizer's vaccine, one of two approved in the U.S., is effective against a
new strain of the virus. A successful vaccination programme will accelerate the recovery, allowing countries to relax lockout rules and bring people back to work. Risks also arise from the political and public health worlds. House Democrats have accepted accusations against President Trump, despite the imminent natural shutdown of his
term, and this passage reduces the chances of political reconciliation in a highly polarized environment. And while the COVID strain is consistent with current vaccines, there is still a risk that the new strain will develop, which will not be covered by existing vaccinations - which could restart the cycle of lockdowns and recession. Another
risk McCourt sees, in addition to the two, would be a sharp rise in inflation. He doesn't discount it, but sees it as unlikely to happen soon. ... product/service inflation is only really an option after reopening, so the market feels a bit of bullet proof very soon, and thus continuing the rally, with dems winning GA races just adding fuel to the
incentive fire, McCourt noted. Some of McCourt's colleagues are among Raymond James' analyst cadre keeping these risks in mind, and putting their imprimatur on strong dividend stocks. We studied Raymond James's recent calls, and using the TipRanks database, we've selected two shares with high-yield dividends. These Buy-rated
tickers bring a dividend yield of 7%, a strong attraction for investors interested in using the current good time to create a defensive firewall should the risks materialize. Enterprise Products Partners (EPD) We start in the energy sector, a business segment that has long been known for both large cash flows and high dividends. Enterprise
Products Partners is a midstream company that is part of a network that takes hydrocarbon products from wells to storage plants, refineries and distribution points. Enterprise controls pipelines worth more than 50,000 miles, terminals on the Gulf Coast of Texas and 160 million barrels of oil and 14 billion cubic feet of natural gas storage.
The company was damaged by low prices and low demand in 1H20, but recovered in part in the second half. Revenue turned around, growing 27% in a row to reach $69 billion in Q3. That figure was year after year, slipping. more than 6% of the forecast. Q3 profit, 48 cents per share, was just forecast, but increased 4% year-on-year and
2% in a row. EPD has recently declared the payment of its 4Q20 dividend of 45 cents per share. That's up from the previous payment of 44 cents, and marks the first increase in two years. At $1.80 a year, the tax yielded 7.9%. Among the bulls is Raymond James Justin Jenkins, who appreciates EPD Strong Buy. The analyst gives the
stock a $26 price target, which represents a 15% increase at the current level. (To view Jenkins's record, click here) In his bullish stance, Jenkins noted: In our view, EPD's unique combination of integration, balance sheet strength and roic track record remains the best in the class. We see epd arguably best tolerated in volatile terrain ...
Epd footprint, demand growth, project growth and contract ramps should offset supply headwinds and lower marketing results... It's not often that analysts all agree on a stock, so when that happens, pay attention. EPD's Strong Buy consensus rating based on unanimous 9 Buys. The share's $24.63 average price target shows a reverse
9% current share price of $22.65. (See EPD inventory analysis for TipRanks) AT&amp;T, Inc. The company is an s&amp;amp; P 500 long-term membership and has a reputation as one of the stock market's best dividend rs. AT&amp;T is a real high-cap industry giant with a market cap of $208 billion and the largest network of mobile and
landline services in the U.S. Its acquisition of TimeWarner (now WarnerMedia), a process between 2016 and 2018, has given the company a large stake in the mobile content streaming business. AT&amp;T saw a 20% of the 2020 world's best picture. Revenue at 3Q20 was $42.3 billion, up 5% from a year ago in the quarter. On positive
notes, free cash flow rose yoy from $11.4 billion to $12.1 billion, and the company reported a net profit of 5.5 million new subscribers. The growth of the subscriber was driven by the introduction of the new 5G network and premium content services. The company had its reputation as a dividend champion and has made its final dividend
return by 2021. The payment, at 52 common shares, is in the fifth straight year and annual data of $2.08, giving a yield of 7.2%. By comparison, the average dividend among mutual companies in the technology sector is only 0.9%. AT&amp;T has kept its dividends strong for the past 12 years. Raymond James analyst Frank Louthan sees
AT&amp;T's classic defensive value as a stock, and describes T's current status as one of the bad news baked in. [We] believe there is more that can go right in the next 12 months may get worse at AT&amp;T. Throw in the fact that the shares are heavily short, and we believe this is a recipe for reverse. A large cap on value names is
hard to come by, and we think investors who can wait a few months for an average reversal while locking in 7% yields should be rewarded with buying AT&amp;T at its current level, Louthan opined. In line with these comments, Louthan rates T performperform (i.e. Buy) and its $32 price target means room for 10% growth from current
levels. (To view Louthan's story, click here) What does the rest of the street think? Looking at the consensus breakdown, the opinions of other analysts are more common. 7 Buy Ratings, 6 Holds and 2 Sells to Add Up to Moderate Buy Consensus. In addition, the $31.54 average price target shows ~9% upside down potential. (See
AT&amp;T Inventory Analysis TipRanks) To find good ideas for dividend stocks trading attractive valuations, visit TipRanks' Best Stocks to Buy, a newly launched tool that combines all TipRanks' equity knowledge. Disclaimer: The opinions expressed in this article are only those featured by analysts. The content is intended for
informational purposes only. It is very important to do your analysis before making any investments. The idea that the value of stocks is finally about to wake up after a decade-long nap is almost a joke in the financial community. Vanguard's point of view is at least slightly different from that its model shows that investors have been right to
evade value stocks, at least until recent years. Our research shows that a value premium exists and that the recent performance of growth stocks can be partly explained by the decline in long-term inflation and the lack of a significant acceleration in income growth over the past decade, the company says. Ad•PSLWhy is this ad? The ad
with us the Euro-dollar exchange rate has fallen back to the 1.10s as its 2020 recession extends further, but weakness is expected in the short termThis daughter writes: My conscience is getting better at me, and I would like to be transparent about being the joint owner of this savings account. Investor's Business DailySome left-for-dead
penny stocks are now in billions of dollar companies, thanks to a rally in the S&amp;P 500 and other indices. Investor's Business DailyWhat are the fastest growing stocks to watch in 2021? Here's a list featuring GRWG stock, Square, Daqo and four other stocks expecting up to 156% growth. PVP and PVE battles. Trading and crafts.
Fight your build vehicles against real players. Sign up now and play for free! The main U.S. stock indexes are hovering around all-time highs, and the question that often pops up these days is whether some corporate valuations may be overburdened. However, some operate at the opposite end of the spectrum and may still offer investors
untapped opportunities. H.C Wainwright analyst Ram Selvaraju points toward Sorrento Therapeutics as a company. Selvaraju rates SRNE Buy with a $30 price target, which means a 275% rise to the current level. (To view Selvaraju's story record, click here) What is behind the optimistic outlook? Well, for starters, Sorrento has a stake in
two cell-based immunotherapy companies that could value Sorrento shares in the coming months. One is Celularity, a clinical stage cell therapeutic company focused on cell drugs for cancer, infectious diseases and degenerative diseases. Celularity is expected to be unveiled later this year through SPAC's merger with GX Acquisition
Corp. The merged company's equity value after the transaction closes is about $1.7 billion. Selvaraju estimates that Sorrento's position should be worth $200 million. Another company is NantKwest, which recently signed an agreement to merge with ImmunityBio. The transaction is expected to close at 1H21. Sorrento has approximately
8.2 million holdings in a clinically stage immunotherapy company. They are currently worth about $121 million, going to NantKwest's recent share price. In addition, the analyst highlights Sorrento's growing portfolio of assets, which includes three different treatment areas (non-opioid pain management, oncology and COVID-19). In fact,
with Covid-19 ahead alone, Sorrento has taken a broad-based approach and has a long list of diagnostic, prophylactic and therapeutic offerings in the pipeline, with updates likely to come fast and furious. These include two rapid detection tests; COVI-STIX, which the company submitted in December to the U.S. Emergency Use Permit
(EUA) and COVI-TRACE, which Selvaraju claims could be useful at any mass gathering event. We believe that the incentive to facilitate the large-scale and indeed ubiquitous deployment of the COVI-TRACE test is extremely high and governments around the world can try to implement it in their respective regions, noted the five-star
analyst. Other Covid-19 candidates are COVIGUARD - SARS-CoV-2 Neutralizing Antibody, COVI-AMG - Coviguard Neutralizing Antibody Affinity- Matured Version, Neutralizing Antibody Cocktail Covi-SHIELD and COVIDTRAP, ACE2 Receptor Decoy, designed to replicate mammalian ACE2 receptor, which acts as the primary portal for
SARS-CoV-2 virus to penetrate human cells. It's been relatively quiet when it comes to other analyst activities. In the last three months, only 2 analysts have given ratings. However, since they were both Buys, the word on the Street is that SRNE is a Moderate Buy. Based on the $25.50 average price target, the shares could climb 219%
higher over the next 12 months. (See SRNE inventory analysis for TipRanks) To find good ideas for health care stocks trading in attractive valuations, visit TipRanks' Best Stocks to Buy, a newly launched tool that combines all TipRanks' equity knowledge. Disclaimer: The opinions expressed in this article are only those featured by the
analyst. the content is intended for informational purposes only. It is very important to do your analysis before making any investments. Investor Business DailyThe $1.9-trillion Joe Biden plan to speed up recovery does not include tax hikes. But president-elect Biden's tax talk got the Dow Jones off to a bad start On Friday. Here are
analysts' top stocks to buy in the first quarter. S &amp;S P 500 closed out 2020 all-time highs with optimism surrounding additional government incentives and a potential global economic rebound in 2021.A number of Wall Street investment banks have listed their top Chinese tech stocks in the coming year.Q.: reduce the death tax on my
property if I put my Roth IRA irrevocable in confidence now and after my husband and I will die four years later, whether my children will later have six years or 10 years to go to invest all the money before they have to dispose of Roth money from the trust under the new rules of the SECURE Act 2019? John, you can't trust a Roth IRA if
you're alive. You can take Roth IRA assets out of a Roth IRA and then put those assets into a trust, but trusts can only own a Roth IRA IRAs.At at a time when millions of people are tied up for money and counting on their income tax refund or incentive control, they have to wait a little longer before they can file their taxes. February 12
marks the first date on which the Tax Office will receive and process refunds. The tax season started on 27 September last year. Palantir Technologies shares soared after reports said star money manager Cathie Wood's ARK next-generation Internet ETF purchased 497,100 shares from a data analytics software provider. It has
skyrocketed 186% since its September initial public offering amid investor euphoria for young software companies. Ark Next Generation recently traded at $158.10, down 1.04%, but has risen 152% in the past year, betting on hot tech-related stocks such as Tesla (9.92% of assets), Roku (5.78% of assets) and Grayscale Bitcoin Trust
(4.65% of assets). Erstattung der rund 3700 € für Deutsche in einigen FällenMost financial markets will be closed to celebrate the civil rights leader's life, the first since the protests against the killing of George Floyd touched down huge protests across the nation. Four things could pop into a rational bubble in equities, says Mohamed El-
Erian - even if they're unlikely to happen right now. Investor Business DailyVirgin Galactic and other aerospace stocks jumped On Thursday in hopes of a new space-focused exchange-traded fund.76.4% of retail CFD accounts lost money. Stop wasting money on commissions: Switch Plus500 commission-free trading! On CNBC's Mad
Money Lightning Round, Jim Cramer said Ballard Power Systems Inc( NASDAQ: BLDP) is good, but Plug Power Inc (NASDAQ: PLUG) is his favorite. Cramer likes Romeo Power Inc (NYSE: RMO). The stock has come up a lot and he thinks it's kind of attractive. Occidental Petroleum Corporation (NYSE: OXY) will go higher in a short
time, thinks Cramer. He advised the viewer not to sell because it probably goes to his border price of $33. In the end, he should sell because the new administration thinks that fossil fuels are bad for the environment. Cramer almost pulled the trigger and bought salesforce.com, Inc. (NYSE: CRM). He's staying away right now, but he can
start buying it next week. See more of Benzinga * Click here for options for trades with Benzinga * Trading Nation Analysts weighed in on semiconductors * Mike Khouw sees Unusual Options Activity EEM(C) 2021 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All rights reserved. Whether the markets are moving up or
down, every investor loves a bargain. There's a thrill to finding valuable stock at low, low prices - and then looking at it will appreciate the mid-to long-long Here's important for investors to find ways where the risk/reward combination works for a long-term advantage. So how should investors make a difference with names poised to get
back on their feet and those set to stay behind in landfills? That's what wall street pros are for. Using the TipRanks database, we pointed out two beaten shares that analysts believe are preparing for a rebound. Despite hefty losses over the past 52 weeks, two tickers have scored enough praise for Street to earn a Strong Buy consensus
rating. Theravance Biopharma (TBPH) We start with the biopharmaceutical company Theravance, which focuses on the development of organ-specific medicines. This is the current pipeline containing drug candidates for the treatment of inflammatory lung and bowel diseases, as well as the treatment of neurogenic orthostatic
hypotension. Research programmes range from phase 1 to phase III trials. Theravance kokirana is already on the market for YUPELRI. YUPELRI based the lion's share of Theravance's revenue, which in Q3 amounted to $18.3 million. This increased by 47% over the year and was driven by a 124% increase in YUPELRI sales. For
investors, trelegy Ellipta, GlaxoSmithKline's new once-daily inhaler developed as an asthma maintenance treatment approved by the FDA in September 2020, is a particular interest in investors. This approval gives Theravance a share of the income from a wide range of potential audiences, as asthma affects more than 350 million people
worldwide. Theravance owns Trelegy's rights of use, which is estimated to have an income of 5.5% to 8.5% of total sales. Trelegy was originally approved in the US as the first once-a-day single inhaler triple treatment for COPD. Like many bio pharmacies, Theravance has high overhead costs and its approved drugs are the beginning of
their profitable lives. It keeps net income and earnings down, at least in the near term, and leads to a discount share price - TBPH has slipped 32% in the past 52 weeks. To cover Leerink's stock, analyst Geoff Porges remains a bull against Theravance, mainly pipeline and its approved lung disease treatment. Theravance respiratory
drugs are its main short-term assessment factors... We still forecast ~$2.4B WW Triple sales at peak (2027E). In addition to TBPH's commercial/partner assets, the company is also developing an advanced JAK inhibitor (JAK) associated with JNJ (OP) inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) and noradrenaline and serotonin readmission
inhibitor (NSRI) TD-9855 (amprelocretin) for neurogenic orthostatic hypotension (nOH). All of these drugs enhance the novel supply of unique compounds against proven mechanisms of action and may provide better safety and/or therapeutic effects from their wider treatment windows, Porges noted. To do this, porges rates TBPH
outperform (i.e. Buy) and gives it a $35 price target, which means an impressive one-year reverse of 104%. (To view porges' record, click here) Overall, there are 5 comments in the file, and all are buy, making Strong Buy consensus unanimous. TBPH shares are priced at $16.95, and their $33.60 average price target shows a 97% upside
down at this level. (See TBPH inventory analysis TipRanks) NiSource, Inc. - (NI) Mr 1999 NiSource is a utility company whose subsidiaries are in the natural gas and electricity sectors. NiSource provides power and gas to over 4 million customers in Indiana, Kentucky, Maryland, Massachusetts, Ohio, Pennsylvania and Virginia. Most of
NiSource's customers, about 88%, are in the gas sector; the company's electricity service service only in Indiana. The company saw revenue in the third quarter come in at $902 million, down from $962 in the previous quarter and $931 in the year-ago quarter. Overall, however, revenues are in line with the company's historical pattern: the
second and third quarters are relatively small, while the top line increases with cold weather in Q4 and peak in Q1. This is typical of utility companies in North America. Despite lower year-on-year earnings, NiSource has felt confident enough to maintain its dividend payment by keeping it at its lowest level by 2020. This year 84 cents, and
yields 3.8%. The company has not only felt confident in paying income to shareholders, but has also felt that it is investing heavily in renewable energy sources. The company has a FY20 capital spending plan of over $17 billion, and is heading towards $1.3 billion for FY21. These costs finance green energy projects. NI is currently trading



at $21.67, striking a distance from its 52-week low. One analyst, however, thinks that this lower share price will provide investors with an attractive entry point today. Argus analyst Gary Hovis rates NI Buy with a $32 price target. This figure represents a 48% increase from the current level. (To view Hovis's story, click here) NI shares
appear favorably valued at 18.1 times our 2021 EPS estimate, down from an average multiple of 21.6 for comparable electricity and gas utilities, Hovis noted. may also become the objective of the buy-out, as larger utilities and private equity firms have bought smaller utilities because their profits are stable and above-average dividend
yields. Overall, Wall Street sees a clear path forward for NiSource - a fact of clear unanimous Strong Buy consensus rating, based on 3 recent Buy-side reviews. The shares sell for $21.68, and the average price target of $28.75 indicates that increase of ~32% in one year. (See NI inventory analysis TipRanks) To find good ideas for
beaten-down stocks trading with attractive valuations, visit TipRanks' Best Stocks to Buy, a newly launched tool that combines all TipRanks' equity knowledge. Disclaimer: The opinions expressed in this article are only those featured by analysts. The content is intended for informational purposes only. It is very important to do your
analysis before making any investments. Investor Business DailyMarijuana stocks swelled as the Democratic Senate adds to the cannabis legalization boost. Are all pot stocks good buys now amid profitability challenges? Challenges?
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